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001

somewhere
under a new sun
a child picks
the first dandelion
and

blows spring
into the world
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002

you are the sleepless
hours i watch dying and
then return from nowhere
with thin fingers nervous
around the cold hole of
your pale mocking face
chastising me and my
indecision with clucking
cuckoo tongue silent
open mouth screaming
and this rude awakening
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003 : self-reflection

i don't recognize
myself anymore
except in
front of mirrors
and even then
there are some
things in me
that are backwards
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004 : the fall

deprave yourself
here in me
make me
the heaven
you fell from
and i can be
the hell
that received you
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005 : confessional

make your
confessional
here
between my thighs
kiss me
in all the ways
you're afraid
to admit
to god
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006 : a marriage

knees blood the stone
of another god's altar
biting down hard
on foreign tongues
that pray over virgins
beneath their veils
a mouth smiles redly
like an opened throat
spilling broken vows
onto unbroken sheets
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007

a poet dreams
a dream

the universe
vanishes
in the opening
of a single eye
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008 : sleepwalker

i saw her
sleepwalking
through the stars last night
bare toes
pinching dusty galaxies
in two
footsteps
birthing endless ripples
in the dreamless dark
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009 : ab(so)lution

i think i've finally
gotten clean of you
washed you off until
you ran like ink
staining down my thighs
leaving purple shadows
of nightly regrets
that disappear into
cruel vertigoes of
wet hair snaking
around porcelain skin
are you happy now
satisfied with this
midnight baptism
with this final
ablution of you
cold tears mocking
the memory of paths
our hands once walked
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010 : root

i feel this seed
of you
taking root in me
burrowing deep into the
dark soil
of my mind
wrapping itself tight
around my thoughts
and birthing
terrible flowers
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011 : icon

if god
did not make us
in his image
then surely
we made the devil
in ours
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012 : sunshine

there's a word
for your love
and i think it's
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013

what is the moon
without the curve
of your neck
or the evening dusk
of your skin
just a cold pearl
hanging on the dark
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014

evening comes
again with midnight
unbraided and gleeful
in her wake
dark lips shushing
a shy sun
until he cools the
heat of his blushing
face behind the sharp
edge of a whole world
watching as she throws
back the curtain
and sends the players
quivering
in their cold finery
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015 : my love

is a nervous shadow
shy
fleeting
and only ever full
in your light
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016

pale rose petal
lips open shyly
with a soft sigh
to receive the
morning sacrament
of the masses
on a sinful tongue
anointed by his
holy dew drops
and swallowing
something spilled
for forgiveness
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017 : red

waiting. beneath uncertain spring darkness like a blanket.

green leaves whipping scarf-like around red cheeks and chapped
lips. rough kisses with broken skin that scratch like thorns.

fireplaces spitting cheerful conversation. quick silver words
that flip skirts and rub up like cats against gooseflesh.

bright. sharp eyes and hair and flashing teeth. hot tea and
breathy coils of steam like butterflies.

freckles.

red noses raw from rubbing and stiff fingers searching for each
other's heat through early morning frost.
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018 : gold

something soft.

sweet with gentle curves. a pale vase blooming with
heavy-lidded flowers. heady sighs from painted lips. slender
and pale pink to the touch.

blushing.

feathery like spiderwebs or sunlight or rose petals floating in
white wine. porcelain but warm and soft and breathing.

golden threads dripping melted between fingers. soft fluttering
cloth like swan wings that hide shy glances and cotton candy
kisses. bliss is blue and sticky and sugary.

the quick itch of summer flowers and the brush of bee's feet
against bare skin.
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019 : brown

warm and sweet but rich. darkly thick and smelling of roasted
chestnuts. irresistible. hot cocoa and chocolate and a long
kiss at dusk.

smooth as silk bed sheets slipping onto wood floors at
midnight. almonds and hazelnuts and hungry tongues running over
the purple bruises of lips.

slow as late harvest afternoons and well-worn leather boots
grinding the fall leavings into dust.

cinnamon and brown sugar crackling on late autumn leaf fires.
sticky caramel kisses and honey-toasted mouths that whisper
satisfied exhales.
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020 : black

midnight.

evening of the darkest order.

cat eyes and smoke that tickles bare shoulders. waves lapping
wet tongues against the shore and around and through rings of
bent silver.

winter.

cold like ice that crackles under fettered breath. fingers
running through crow feathers and black wings beating silently
in the dark. hot kisses against marble that flare and dragging
teeth that shiver.

rain and ink and obsidian waters. rivers spilling over stones
and whispers like cooling stars out in eternity.

the face that blinks once and disappears.
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021

you are the fire
that mocks
my fingertips
with the memory
of its heat
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022

but poetry is only
ever a thought
abandoned
before it's begun
the loose thread
of feelings
come undone
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023

musing spreads her
palms open wide
and countenances
through livid face
torn leaves full of
pinned butterflies
and cooled blood
blackened into veins
to be read wrong
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024

this sweet heart's
ache of mine
has birthed
storms
in the eyes
of bastard
goddesses
sired a thousand
cries
of voiceless young
smothered
before their life
was drawn
in utero
sing
oh muse
don't leave
these children
of ours
motherless
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025 : homecoming

there is something
familiar
about the golden curves
of the sun
in the red land
beneath my feet
that pulls
at the iron in my blood
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026

oh mirror
mirror
drop of quicksilver
on the wall
show me something
i don't want to see
that the
narcissist kneeling
along a truth as
sharp
as a river's edge
in me
looks through
every morning
praying for something
more than a
wilted flower
kissing a frozen sea
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027

let the gods
keep their nectar
and ambrosia
in their garden
of unearthly
delights
i need no
more succor
when kissing you
is tasting
the sweetness
of poetry
on my tongue
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028 : love is a trust fall

hold me fast
against the reality
of your being
here against
my uncertainty
don't let me go
falling back down
into that abyss
nipping eagerly
at my heels and
waiting for me
to fall for you
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029

blushing fingers
find themselves tangled
again in messy hair
and the warm
waking kiss of sunrise
alights shyly on temples

beneath the sill
lazy devotees shake off
dew dreams
and salute the morn
with open arms
eager to embrace the day
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030 : zero-sum

love is not a
zero-sum game
just because
i love you
doesn't mean i
can't still
love myself
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031

let me be the
beast of burden
that carries you
and you can be
the final straw
that breaks me
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032

how cruel that we
bury our dead
in the same place
as other forgotten things
among promises
yesterdays
and all the
fruitless seeds lost
beneath the barren soil
of human memory
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033

my eyes still find themselves
lost around the shape of you
retracing favorite paths like the
sculptor before the masterwork
gaze worn well by the shy curves
of the veiled goddess immanent
within the cold stony flesh urging
the palms with craving to know
the grace of masterful fingers
and the bliss of being revealed
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034

but orpheus learned nothing
save a lover's regret
the imperfection of memory
and the false salvation
in a backwards glance
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035 : winter

where
oh where
can my darling
sunshine be

midnight's shadows grow taller
even winds howl forlorn
and frost's delicate filigree
lingers longer each morn

why
oh why has she
turned her face
from me
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036

but lovers resist most
colorful clarion of day
that comes stealing
nightly pleasures away
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037 : kisses

i've never
known any
quite as shy
as those the shore
yields
to the tide
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038 : intimacy

the failure
to communicate
in words
alone
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039

god
should have
known
bad apples
don't fall far
from the tree
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040

how dim the stars
without you
to share them with

how dark the moon
without you
to kiss beneath

how empty my hands
without you
to make them whole
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041

let me die
beautifully
like the forgotten
rose in the
harvest time
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042

no one knows
the sound of
my sorrow
but these
secret-keeper trees
and the lyre
shivering under
my wailing fingers
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043

let me stay forever
here
where the morning air
is crisp and sweet
and honeyed
with mellow music
the flowers bright
starbursts of new colors
never seen
and the clouds no more
than an artist's
afterthought
brushstroke across the
blue sky
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044

i envy the day
and it's dying
light
that fades
without a trace
of being
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045

i shouldn't be
this afraid
of the dark
but the eyes
of those houses
burn over bright
and their mouths
are hungrier
than any beast
i've seen
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046

how can your lips
make such sweet
music to me
and yet
the only
thing i want to do
is silence them
with my own
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047

tonight
the moon
smiling crooked
and yellow
through the trees
is all
the blessing
i need
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048 : mercy

oh
merciful creator
how could you
craft
something as painful
as the marble
of her skin
something as cold
as the stone
of her heart
there is no mercy
in her
stormy eyes
or the weight
of her fleeing touch
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049

i want to be
the brush
of air
that you kiss
when you sigh
the words that
you caress
with your poems
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050

this love won't
keep me
from dying
a hundred times
one for each
time
you look a way
that isn’t mine
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051

the clouds weep
for the lover
they lost
in their coming
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052

i don't remember
falling asleep
but i woke up
still tonight
beneath this dirt
shaken loose by
the wet nose of
some curiosity
and i don't think
i can find my way
back home again
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053 : loneliness

the most painful
secret
the only one
you can never share
with another
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054

it is morning
again
and the mirror
waits
patient above
the baptismal bowl
for another
confession
thirsty for another
offering
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055 : nightmare

she happened
to me
like a bad dream
last night
tossed me
and turned me
into something
slick
with heat and
panting
a nightmare
to be ridden
and forgotten
when the sharp
relief of morning
finally comes
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056 : sunflower

but this
heart
is still
a garden
full of
flowers
hoping for
your sun
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057 : tango

it takes two
to tangle ourselves
up in this
unhappy dance
we call love
stepping sideways
over each other's toes
and wondering
who leads
and who follows
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058

i'm not eager
for the pit
nor for the
other places
one reaches
only by
falling
in love
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059

i don't recognize the
mad players tumbling
along the night's edge
and my eyes refuse
the things they draw
with yellow fingers
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060

i am
the evening dusk
eager
for your stars
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061 : blue

i've been
feeling
blue
lately

blue
as a sky
without a
cloud
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062

today
i lay back
on a bed of
green clouds
and watched the
afternoon sun
take flight
leaping
into the blue
waters of the
bottomless sky
like a bird
that cares not
for its
lost way
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063

but even
the thought
of you
is still a
fist clenched
tight around
my heart
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064

what secrets
stars have
shared with
still waters
beneath dark
cloudless skies
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065

but tonight
is the first night
that the air of
this hapless world
has ever shivered
with the sound
of its saying

" i love you "
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066

every night
i come
back for you
new eyes
follow me
through the
trees
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067

does a field
remember
all the colors
of last year's
first bloom
does it save
the ones others
have forgotten
for another time
when they will
finally be
recalled
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068

what nightly breeze
have you brought
that makes the curtains
tremble so

dark lips part
with a gasp
and a pale eye
drips its cold gaze
over marble skin
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069

i did not know
prison
could look
so much like
a childhood’s
bedroom
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070 : plant

i don't remember
planting these
thoughts of you
and i'm afraid
to pull them out
when i don't know
just how deep
your roots have
grown in me
how tight your
hold on all my
hidden parts
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071

the moon slips
wordless
and naked
into a dark pool
pretenders
fervent and
mad around her
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072

when you look
at me
it is salvation
and a validation
of my shameful
being
as though it is
enough
for me to exist
only for your eyes
to light upon

the flower
that lives only
to drink the sun
and to give its
light something to
break itself upon
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073 : eyes

like the horizon
infinity redrawn
in false limits
and then consumed
by the same fire
that it reveals
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074 : to the ocean from the shore

i lose all the
edges of my self
when it breaks
under yours
spend forevers
refinding myself
in the infinity
of my coming
and the agony
of your going
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075 : my memories

where did
they go
who did they
happen to
if not to me
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076

if we just keep dancing
will this night ever die
with you in my arms and
all the stars in your eyes
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077 : mad love

there is no
happy ending
for the two of us
in this
mad love
our
destruction
mutually assured
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078

i can feel it in me
the sea of blood
crashing now
and breaking down
the fragile borders
of my skin
tell me why
is an ocean defined
by its uncertain shore
and not the thunder
of the hurricane
it holds back
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079

it is the chase i know
the hunt and following
every thought down
to its last rabbit hole
seizing it and ripping
this part out of me
the way that ecstasy
can tear a scream
from a body in agony
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080 : sunday

letting the day
pass watching the
sunlight
climb the curtains
fleeing
the finality of
its own shadow
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081

if words were enough
for my grief
then they would
have fallen
from my lips
and joined the other
thrown stones
at the bottom of
all the oceans
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082

writing all of
myself down
until there is no
more
space for me
anywhere
except in
between the lines
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083

i've gone far out
of my mind
looking for you
lost in the sweet
swells of your body
drowning beneath the
tides of your moon
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084

all my love poems
are letters i never sent
to you
all these sonnets
are songs for you that i
never sang
all of this wretched
life that i've lived all
for you
all of myself that i
gave to you and all
you left
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085

you slipped your finger
into my deepest self
and wiped away everything
but the aching memory
of your fleeting touch
slide your love into me
into the space i had
cut away here for you
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086 : come

lay bare your body
here upon me and
the place that still
remembers your skin

i am your altar
and the offering
the benediction
and the prayer

take this hateful
body of mine away
from the one who
deserves it least

with nothing but the
fever along the way
and make your sweet
breaking love to me
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087

inside this head of mine
there is an old house
whose rooms i have forgotten
and where spiders weave their
dusty constellations
against the shadows
of every abandoned corner
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088

i demand no apology
from the dark soil that
caught me when i fell
only from the blue sky
full of clouds and birds
and all the empty promise
of a cloudless day
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089

god may have no
more mercy
but i still do
and
there is no place
you may fall into
that is too low
for me
not to follow you
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090

does the butterfly
know that his fire
was the first warmth
i felt this morning
that the day was grey
until he flew by
and set the world
alive with new color

does the honeybee
know i loved him
that i wished i was
the lips he lit upon
and not the flower’s
ungrateful kiss that
he stole from within
her folded petals

does the world
eater worm know
that he will dream
my dreams inside
his metamorphosis
and that we shall fly
forever beneath our
cold blue shroud
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091

let me savor
the sugar
of your mouth
and all the
sweet lies
you gave me
with lips
red as an
open wound
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092

most nights i lie
my lone self down
where i can love
alone here the quiet
rush of the universe
as it flows over this
tender form of mine
like the water of a
river running quickly
over the humble fish
lost in the deep blue
sky soaring its way
back towards a home
it has dreamed of
and not yet known
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093 : girl as poem

i met the shape of a girl
again i think i once knew
and wasted all my love on
talking her up over coffee
shop tables where i lost
my mind in the bottomless
promise of her mouth and
scattered like a thousand
pages she already left read
and i’ve been here for our
eternity trying to find one
last time to remember her
name lost among the ashes
of the fingers she burned
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094

this heart was
cut out ragged
from the cloth
of an unfaithful
god
even judas
gave a life away
for all the silver
in a single kiss
to consummate his
sin
to turn away
from the divinity
of his own being
in love with
something
too cruel in all
its promise
of sweetness
to be tainted
by mortal touch
from ashes to
ashes and dust
to dust
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095

but the first breath
of you was like the
touch of god into
this virgin world
without knowledge
of warmth or light
no memory of need
with stars new born
out of every horizon
forging colors from
the quenching dark
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096

early afternoon sun
aches painfully on
these open petals
across the warm
marble of your arm
over shadows and
the uncertainty of
your hand in mine
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097 : i used to weave crowns

of thorns for myself
from the blooded roses
of your lips and the
hard sharp kisses of
your teeth around the
pale flesh of my neck
as painful now as the
last night you left me
choking on my tears and
nothing but my sinful
body to remember you by
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098

i am the seedling
after the wintertime
blessed by the love
i never asked for
and still received
like the sun that
gives away freely
its warmth and asks
for nothing but flowers
on which to rain
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099

i've been out of my mind
looking for you in all the
old places we haunted
together like memories of
past lovers still echoing
where shy lips lose their
first kisses beneath the
same branches and new
fruit falling with fickle
flowers and the constant
stars that shine so strange
with you gone far from me
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